
The stylish, compact and easy-to-use controller that delivers simplicity 
without compromise. Designed for maximum DJing pleasure.

DDJ-ERGO-v 
wiTh VirTual DJ limiTeD eDiTion 
PlaY ouT more



Virtual DJ LE included / Pioneer original GUI / Four-deck control / USB powered / Optimised audio circuitry / Features inherited from Pioneer pro-range / 

Fully MIDI assignable / Light display for visual dimension to mixing / Laptop integration / MIC in and out / P-Lock fader caps

Make way for the Pioneer DDJ-ERGO-v controller: the all-in-one solution that 

was born to put the DJ experience at the centre of every performance. With its 

sharp design and layout, the DDJ-ERGO-v not only looks good but feels good too, 

delivering effortless operability of the included Virtual DJ Limited Edition* software.

This unique controller boasts simplicity of set-up and performance without 

compromising sound quality or features. Its portable dimensions and plug-and-play 

arrangement make it perfect for DJs who love to play out. The controller is fully 

operational through a single USB cable to a computer or laptop – with no drop in 

power to the audio outputs or LED displays – so there’s no need for an external 

power supply. 

The DDJ-ERGO-v mirrors the layout of Pioneer’s popular DDJ-T1 and DDJ-S1 

controllers, for ultimate ease-of-use. All the DJ’s favourite controls are pre-assigned 

to dedicated knobs and buttons, and are intuitively positioned on the unit. So DJs 

can create mind-blowing mixes without the need to press Shift – except for the 

most advanced software features. Four-deck mixing with autosync, eight sample 

decks, FX filters, hot cues – even video mixing and scratching – are available at  

the touch of a button. 

There is no compromise on quality either. Unusual at this price point, the  

DDJ-ERGO-v has inherited high-quality components and features from Pioneer’s  

pro-DJ range, including top-of-the-range audio circuitry for the master output.  

And, unlike many USB powered devices, the DDJ-ERGO-v has excellent bass 

response and minimal distortion.

To increase the pleasure factor even more, Pioneer has added a visual dimension: 

the Pulse Control light display helps DJs to see what features and tracks are in 

play and even how accurate their beat matching is. The controller’s eye-catching 

design features a black top panel and black and silver half-tone Jog Wheel. With 

its rounded edges and white side panel, the DDJ-ERGO-v looks good in the studio, 

booth and at home.

Further emphasis on the DJ experience comes via the DDJ-ERGO-v’s unprecedented 

flexibility. As well as coming bundled with Virtual DJ LE, its MIDI output makes 

it compatible with most DJ software on the market, transmitting up to 324 

commands to MIDI devices. Traktor users can control their favourite software by 

applying the included TSI setting file.

Detachable legs raise the back of the mixer for convenient operation while seated, 

and create a laptop dock for the keyboard to slip under, saving on space while 

keeping the screen in sight at all times.

The Pioneer DDJ-ERGO-v: get the party started in style.

DDJ-ERGO-v: NO COMPROMISE 

* The DDJ-ERGO-v comes bundled with Virtual DJ Limited Edition from Atomix Productions



PLAY OUT MORE



Mixing
FuNCtION buttON: Switch the software 

between Mixer, Video and Scratch modes.  

DECk CONtROl: Select decks AbCD for 

four-channel fun.

AutO lOOP kNOb: One press loop 

activation, then simply rotate to  

alter loop length.

lOOP IN/Out: Set the loop start/stop  

point, or use Shift to push the loop back  

or forward by one beat.

HOt CuE buttONS: Set and play  

four Hot Cues.

SyNC buttON: Automatically sync a track 

to the Master Deck or use Shift to set it as 

Master Deck.

SHIFt: Easily access a second level of 

advanced software features, identifiable 

by a grey background on the controller.

CROSS FADER: Mix with confidence as 

P-lock cross fader caps won’t come off 

during performance.

PULSE COnTROL: 
ADDing A ViSUAL 
DiMEnSiOn
built-in lEDs on each channel fader and 

a translucent Jog Wheel with red and 

blue lEDs around the ring enhance  

DJing precision and add a new, fun  

visual dimension to the art of DJing. 

DDJ-ERGO-v: INtuItIVE CONtROl 

the DDJ-ERGO-v’s DJ-friendly layout offers the same blocking as the 

included Virtual DJ software†, with sections for mixing, deck control, effects, 

samples and browsing. And with all the DJ’s favourite features pre-assigned 

to dedicated buttons and knobs, creative control is always at your fingertips.

† All controls, apart from Shift, are fully MIDI assignable

bEAt PulSE: Red lEDs 

in the channel faders 

match the beat of the 

track in play. And, with 

the brightness reflecting 

output levels, you’ll have 

a visual sign if you’ve left 

a track in the mix.



EffECTS 
EFFECt CONtROl kNOb: twist to select 

from your favourite Virtual DJ effects.

FX buttON: Press to activate  

stunning FX sounds.

FX1 buttON: turn the beat Grid on and off 

for seamless mixes.

FX2 buttON: Select to add Flanger FX to 

your tracks.

FIltER kNOb: turn right for high-pass and 

left for low-pass filtering.

EFFECt PARAMEtER kNOb AND buttONS: 

Activate and control effect parameters 

1-3, or press Shift for effect parameters 4-6.

SAMPLE DECk 
SAMPlE buttONS: Hit for instant 

access to 8 Sample banks.

BROwSing AnD 
LOADing BLOCk 
ROtARy kNOb: turn while pressing Shift 

to browse folders, and press to select.

lOAD buttONS: Press to load tracks to 

the desired deck (A/C or b/D).

lAuNCH PulSE: know 

when a track is loaded: 

a red light travels from 

the load button to the 

relevant Jog Wheel.

FX PulSE: Red and 

blue lED light patterns 

around the Jog Wheel 

give an eye-catching 

representation of the 

FX and filters, along 

with intensity as they 

are applied.

MIX PulSE: A blue lED 

on the Jog Wheel lets 

you see how close 

your beat-matching is; 

the closer the match, 

the more intense the 

light shines.
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Main specifications

Bundled software Virtual DJ Limited Edition

Input terminals MIC x1 (1/4 inch Jack)

AUX x1 (RCA)

Output terminals MASTER OUT x2 (1/4 inch Jack x1, RCA x1)

 HEADPHONE MONITOR OUT x2  
 (front 1/4 inch Jack, MiniPin)

Other terminals USB B terminal x1

Frequency range 20 Hz to 20 kHz

Total harmonic distortion 0.006％ or less

S/N ratio 101 dB

External dimensions 555 mm (W) x 280 mm (D) x 103 mm (H)

 with legs removed:  
 555 mm (W) x 280 mm (D) x 62 mm (H) 

Weight 2.9 kg

Virtual DJ LE System Requirements

Compatible OS (Windows) Windows XP(SP3)/Vista/7

 Intel® Pentium® 4 or AMD Athlon™ XP 

 512MB RAM or more

Compatible OS (Mac) Mac OS X v10.5/10.6/10.7

 Intel® processor platform

 1024MB RAM or more

Required disk space 50MB or more

Display resolution 1024 x 768 or more

Additional requirements  
for video mixing ATI™ or NVIDIA video chipset  
 Dedicated 256MB DDR3 RAM Video

videos on

pioneerdjglobal


